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Turn gently.

Wood Wood

Press and turn
into the wood.

Black Screw x1

Button x1
Bell x1

D Ring x1

Arm x1

Battary box x1

Battery x1

Rechargble 

Sliver Screw x7

Copper Screw x2

Spacer x1

Spring x1

Wing Bolt x1

Long Screw x1

L Mount x3

Long Bolt x1

Hole Punch: Pointy tool to poke holes
on the wood to enable screws go in easily.

Philip Screw Driver: Size PH 2

Cutter or Scissors:  
Help strips the wire and cable.

PH 2

6m Copper Wire x1

0.6m Cable x1

Wood board x2
(Big and Small)

Bell made by Rice Cooker Pot + Wood from Wine Box
Upcycled by Kevin Cheung

For more please visit:
www.kevin-cheung.com
         aboutkevincheung

Electric Bell Workshop 

Checklist

Suggested tools:

Intro
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3 4
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3.7v
18650Charge battery

via USB while
building the door bell

Cover tracing paper on the wood, 
then punch hole on 6 points to mark the spots.

0

The electric bell was first invented by British physicists in the mid 1800s 
following the invention of electromagnets. When current was passed through the 
wire, it creates an electromagnetic force which made the bell arm swing sideway 
and hit the bell, which then broke the current arm fell back. This action repeats, 
which causes vibration of the arm.
 
This bell is made of inner pot of rice cooker and the wooden board came from 
wine boxes. All upcycled materials are collected from Hong Kong.
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Leave 5cm on
both end.

Coil copper wire back 
and forth evenly around 
the long bolt.

One end of the Long Bolt

5cm*Pay attention to the
 mounting direction

4
Spring
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2mm

contact
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Scratch off ALL the dull
red insulation at the end
to expose the copper.

Strip off the end of the
cable, make a loop and
hold under the screw.

(Color doesnt matter)
Connect the cable
to the button.

Mount the button 
onto small wood board, 
Insert the battery, tighten all screws 
and press the button. Enjoy! :)
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Black Screw
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Optional D ring:
For wall hanging.
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Making sure Making sure the bell arm is at the correct position.
Adjust striking frequency with the copper screw.

9

After sticking button
onto the door side,
apply tapes to hold the cable.
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1mm
Important

Complete the ciruit by fastening 
the wire with screw 2, 3,4,& 6.

Having problems?
If the bell doesn’t ring right away:
- remove protective flim on the battery and 
  make sure it is charged
- double check step 10 , it is important for the arm to be able to 
  move freely while contacting Copper Screw at  4  .
- Check if all the cables and wires are connected correctly, 
  especially step  7  .


